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Lyn and I were downtown to watch an Irish Classical Theater rehearsal of Dylan
Thomas’ “A Child’s Christmas in Wales.” We drove on Main Street on the NFTA
tracks like when we were kids and IRC tracks were everywhere. Snow, brightly lit
buildings and the play put us in a marvelous Christmas mood.

We were back in those days, downtown, with Santa Claus and Toyland in every
department store, sidewalks crowded with bustling shoppers, none of whom were
at all concerned about global warming. We had Niagara Falls and the Huntley Plant
to keep things lit up brilliantly, and never a second thought to our carbon footprint.

On our way home, we passed a huge car lot, acres and acres of new cars shining
under towering lights, brighter than broad daylight.

Big outfits and tall buildings, burning electricity like no tomorrow, ought to take
note from the Buffalo School District. It plans to replace incandescent and
fluorescent lights in 23 schools with super-efficient, light-emitting diodes (LEDs).

Over the next 18 years, Buffalo Public Schools will save a million dollars a year, $18
million, and tons and tons of climate-warming carbon dioxide. The amazing thing is
that this will be accomplished through an “Energy Savings Performance Contract”
in which the company doing the installing takes its compensation out of saved
energy costs and guarantees the $18 million in savings to Buffalo schools.

Come on, people. Turn those lights down a notch and put in LEDs. Let’s stop global
warming.

Larry Beahan
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